
 

GOLF AT JEBEL SIFAH 

The Jebel Sifah Golf Course is home to 9 spectacular holes set amidst the 

timeless Al Hajar Mountains. True to Harradine Golf’s philosophy of 

integrating local topography into the overall design, the newly launched 

development adds a new perspective to the game. Stunningly beautiful yet 

equally challenging, each hole offers a distinct set of thrilling experiences, 

moments and settings golfers will find thrilling every time they hit the 

greens. Measuring a championship length of 7,268 yards, the course can be 

leisurely enjoyed at 5,686 yards.  

Designed as a genuine world-class canvas for players of every difficulty 

level, the Jebel Sifah Golf Course features a wide variety of unique twists 

and turns to keep golfers guessing. Harradine’s first seaside course, the 

landmark development was unobtrusively built in-between residential units 

incorporating backdrops of the Arabian Sea as well as local flora and fauna. 

A par-72 with five tee locations at each hole, the course offers an 

opportunity for levels of players to enjoy their round at their own pace. The 

Jebel Sifah Golf Course is managed by experts Troon International who 

leverage their industry leading expertise to ensure that all prospective 

golfers will enjoy the highest level of customer service and an unforgettable 

golfing experience.  

FootGolf 

FootGolf is a new way to enjoy time on a golf course by using a football for 

a faster paced game. Played much like a traditional game of golf, in 

FootGolf players instead kick a football from the tee to a 21-inch hole. It is 

a precision sport that combines the elegance of golf with the passion and 

energy of football. Old and new players are welcome to try their hand at 

this new global phenomenon in Jebel Sifah.  



Golf Shop 

The golf experience at Jebel Sifah is enhanced with a dedicated Golf Shop 

conveniently located at the Marina just minutes from the course.  The Golf 

Shop’s phenomenal range of products include high-performance golf clubs as 

well as intermediate and beginner-level equipment, encompassing 

everything in between to suit every golf enthusiast. An extensive selection 

of the latest apparel, footwear and outerwear from major brands such as 

TaylorMade await golfers.  


